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Data Collection and Reasearch
1.0

Introduction

St. Augustine, Florida is a unique asset for the “First Coast” region and for the
nation. Not only is the city deeply linked to the early history of European settlement
in North America, but it is also the only early settlement city in the United States
which still functions in modern times as an urban area.
To maintain this unique ambience, the city desires to create appearance guidelines
along the three (3) corridors providing the primary means of ingress and egress
to the city’s downtown/historic district (San Marco Avenue, King Street and
Anastasia Boulevard and as further defined on Map 1). Timely development of the
guidelines is essential. The guidelines developed should be incorporated as a land
development regulation that shall maintain the character and ambiance of the city
as residents and visitors alike enter and leave the downtown/historic district.
The main emphasis of the guidelines shall be on private property, however, public
rights-of-way shall be considered. The three main proposed components of the
guidelines are as follows:
a. Architectural style of proposed buildings to induce pedestrian and other modes
of transportation, while maintaining a unique and uniform character to each
corridor taking into consideration the historic development of each corridor.
b. Streetscape guidelines for each corridor, taking into account the individual
character of each development including, but not limited to, landscaping,
setbacks, parking, hardscape, signage and advertisement.
c. Clear and easy to understand regulations with accompanying graphics that
can be adopted and enforced as land development regulations.
The purpose of this report is to provide a framework for redevelopment that
first defines existing conditions, then identifies problems of each corridor and
recounts solutions to be addressed by the guideline document. This task was
accomplished by reviewing existing reports and regulations, assessing the character
of the corridors and identifying design issues.

2.0

Existing Reports and Regulations

In order to provide the framework necessary for new guidelines, it is first essential
to research and evaluate existing reports and regulations regarding streetscape
appearance and their implications to the entrance corridors in St. Augustine.

2.1 Summary of Reports
These summaries provide historical information on previous studies
relating to streetscaping, traffic, parking and city visioning. The results
and recommendations may provide direction to the development of the
appearance guidelines.
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Streetscape Design Guidelines
This report was conducted by the city of St. Augustine Planning and
Building Department to assist city officials in the replacement, installation and
maintenance of streetscape elements. The guidelines were developed within
a framework which recognized the importance of historical integrity to the
preservation of St. Augustine’s image. The study area encompassed four subdistricts (Plaza, Waterfront, North and South) within the historic preservation
district (HP-1, HP-2 and HP-3).
The specific guidelines that have been developed include streetscape furniture,
lighting, landscaping, paving and signage.
Streetscape Furniture - the following site furnishings were addressed
based on the colonial theme: bollards, bicycle racks, canopies, drinking
fountains, hitching posts, horse troughs and service areas, newspaper racks,
public art, seating, telephones, traffic control and safety devices, trash
receptacles and walls.
Lighting - rectilinear lighting fixtures were recommended on post and wall
mount at a minimum height of nine feet. Wood was preferred for pedestrian
standards in the North and South subdistricts and metal standards for the
Plaza and Waterfront. Recessed or bollard lighting was not recommended.
Landscaping - a plant list of Mediterranean and native plant materials were
developed to recreate the subtropical and Hispanic ambiance of the historic
area. The list was organized by major landscaping plant categories: trees,
shrubs, vines, ground covers and palms.
Paving - brick pavers and coquina aggregate were recommended as
treatments for streets and sidewalks. Bituminous materials, such as asphalt
were discouraged, but should be used as a medium upon which to place
surface materials.
Signs - historically, signs in St. Augustine were extremely limited during
the colonial period, therefore directional signs on the sidewalk or on wall
mounted signs were recommended. Signs allowed are rectangular, mounted
on wooden posts and frames with white Spanish style lettering on a brown
background.
These streetscape design guidelines represent the initial action to codify all
material related to the improvement of streetscapes within the study area.
Although the entrance corridors are not in the historic preservation districts,
the design elements could be refined to suit the individual character of the
entrance corridors.

Downtown Traffic and Parking - Master Plan
This report was conducted by Prosser, Hallock & Kristoff, Inc. to assess the
traffic circulation and parking needs within the historic downtown. The
Mayor’s Traffic and Parking Committee and the St. Augustine Vision Planning
Committee were charged with the oversight of the process.
The recommendations of the conceptual plan included the following:
• Establish a north (US 1 and Castillo Drive) and south (US 1 and King
Street) gateway to the downtown.
• Enhance parking and multi-modal transportation at the Visitor Information
Center (VIC).
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• Develop parking garage structures with the bottom level designed to
accommodate shuttle, tram, bicycle and pedestrian modes of transportation.
• Implement information and guide signs on all routes into St. Augustine.
• Enhance US 1 with uniform signs, lighting and pavement texture for
pedestrian ways.
• Widen Castillo Drive to a four-lane boulevard in conjunction with parking
improvement at the VIC.
• Improve pedestrian and carriage routes along Avenida Menendez Promenade.
• Enhance pedestrian circulation within historical area.
• Reconstruct or rehabilitate the Bridge of Lions.
• Re-route carriages and trams to reduce conflicts with vehicular traffic.
• Develop a shuttle/mass transit system along San Marco Avenue and
SR A1A.
• Provide a water taxi service linking the Avenida Menendez Promenade
to Anastasia Island.
The Downtown Concept Plan identified improvements within the entrance
corridors that may result in specific appearance guidelines to enhance road
widenings, transit service corridors, carriage routes and parking facilities.

Vision Plan 95
This report was the result of a visioning exercise by the city commissioners
and the Vision Steering Committee to develop a shared sense of direction and
a guide for the city’s future. This effort should provide direction to all other
development and redevelopment activities within the community.
The ten key planning elements identified include:
1. Arts and Culture
2. Economic Development
3. Historic Resources
4. Pedestrian/Vehicular Traffic Systems
5. Public Safety
6. Recreation/Leisure
7. Residential/Housing
8. Tourism and Visitor Management
9. Funding and Finance
10. Governance
The report outlined approximately 200 strategies of the above planning
elements. Some of the accomplishments affecting the appearance of the
streetscape include the following.
• The city replaced approximately one quarter of city owned lights along
the bayfront and installed the “archway” poles on each end of the
Bridge of Lions, which allows for seasonal lighting.
• The city is considering adopting property maintenance standards to
require property owners to maintain their properties.
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• On-going city program of litter control consists of street sweeping,
concentrated litter control in the historic areas and free pick-up/disposal
of residential discards.
• The city has obtained a grant to update the Architectural Guidelines for
Historic Preservation for all periods.
• The city implemented the initial phase of handicap ramp installation for
retrofitting existing sidewalks.
• The city has initiated discussion with the Bike Club for replacement and
design of racks in the historic areas. Bike racks have been installed at
city hall, the plaza and marina.
• The city has created a new mixed use residential category to encourage
small area businesses.
• Ongoing planning/construction/renovation of major recreation areas of
San Marco lot and Masters Drive.
• The city has developed a plan to develop Castillo Drive and expand the
parking facilities for the VIC.
• The city rehabilitated the north city entrance area and reactivated
the fountain and has developed a distinctive sign style related to VIC
directional signage.
The visioning strategies resulted in several streetscape accomplishments
through such programs as lighting, maintenance, litter control, handicapped
retrofitting, bicycle parking and historic preservation. The appearance
guidelines should work in tandem with these programs to ensure a consistent
streetscape design and management for the entrance corridors.

2.2 Summary of Regulations
The city code includes the following regulations that impinge on the
appearance of the streetscape in St. Augustine. Knowledge of their content
is necessary in understanding how the entrance corridors may be improved
through the revision and enforcement of these regulations.

Comprehensive Plan
The city’s Comprehensive Plan is consistent with St. Johns County’s plan, as
well as the Northeast Florida Region and state plans. The Future Land Use
Element is designed to guide the future physical development of the city
through the designation of certain areas such as residential, commercial and
recreational. The Element delineates five main steps in the planning process:
1) inventory, 2) analysis, 3) policy development, 4) plan development and
5) implementation.
The city has an extensive historic preservation program, which resulted in the
optional Historic Preservation Element in an effort to recognize the importance
and sensitive nature of the city’s historic resources. Most of the strategies
have been recognized as desirable ways to improve the “comprehensiveness”
of the city’s historic preservation program.
The appearance guidelines should accommodate the type of land uses within
the entrance corridors to be consistent with the future land use plan of
establishing specific zoning districts and development regulations.
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Although the entrance corridors are not in the historic preservation districts,
the appearance guidelines should reflect the goals and objectives of the city’s
historic preservation programs.

Landscape Code (Ordinance 87-34)
The Landscape Code is comprised of general and specific landscape requirements.
The general landscape requirements include installation and maintenance, plant
materials and required trees. The specific landscape requirements include buffer
yard, parking area, and tree removal and replacement.
The Landscape Code provides an excellent basis for developing the landscape
element for the entrance corridors. A list of recommended plants could be
incorporated into the code to ensure the historic ambience and the desired
appearance of the corridors.

Advertising and Signs (Chapter 3)
The regulations for Advertising and Signs define permissible and prohibited
signs for specific commercial, historic and residential zones. The size, number
and placement of signs are also specified.
The sign ordinances provide an excellent basis for developing sign regulations
for the private appearance guidelines based on the distinctive character
of the entrance corridors. The public appearance guidelines should be
coordinated with the Heritage Tourism Signage Program along the entrance
corridor rights-of-way.

Sidewalk Construction (Chapter 22, Section 31-38)
The ordinance requires the owner to construct or replace a sidewalk or foot
pavement in front of the lot to the traveled street, whenever required by the
city. The mixture of the concrete is contained in a specification on file at the
city. The width and grade is subject to resolution of the city commission.
The appearance guidelines could include additional specifications for the
concrete mixture or require special sidewalk pavers to conform to the
distinctive character of the entrance corridors.

Underground Placement of Utilities (Ordinance 82-10)
The ordinance requires owners of property served by telephone, cable
television and/or electrical service to connect to underground utilities within
the historic preservation zoning districts.
Although the entrance corridors are not in the historic preservation district,
the phasing of underground placement of utilities is encouraged during any
road construction along the entrance corridors to reduce the skyline clutter
of utilities.

Architectural Guidelines for Historic Preservation (AGHP)
The guidelines govern the rehabilitation and maintenance, new construction
and demolition in the locally designated historic preservation zoning districts.
Certain guidelines include architectural features, fences, walls, gates, parking,
landscaping, lighting and signs.
To strengthen the historic preservation district, the AGHP should not be
repeated along the entrance corridors. The appearance guidelines should
reflect the distinctive character of each of the entrance corridors.
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Historic Ordinance (Ordinance 83-10)
The ordinance creates the Historic Architectural Review Board (HARB)
prescribing its responsibilities, procedures and criteria for issuance of
certificates of appropriateness in the historic preservation zoning districts. The
review process considers the design and appearance of the structure including
the interior visible from the outside, front, sides, rear and roof; materials,
textures and colors; plot plan or site layout, including features such as walls,
walks, terraces, plantings, accessory structures, signs, lights awnings canopies
and other appurtenances.
Although the entrance corridors are not in the historic preservation district,
the architectural review process conducted by HARB could be modified to
enforce the appearance guidelines for the entrance corridors.

Historic District Sign Ordinance (Ordinance 85-37)
The ordinance relates to signs and billboards within each of the five historic
preservation zoning districts, regulating outdoor advertising; providing
definitions of terms; prohibiting certain types of signs; setting forth maximum
sizes, restrictions and regulations; and providing for amortization and removal
of non-conforming signs.
To strengthen the historic preservation district, the ordinance should not
be repeated along the entrance corridors. The appearance guidelines for
signage should reflect the distinctive character of the entrance corridors
based on the city’s Advertising and Signs ordinance and the Heritage
Tourism Signage Program.
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of Entrance Corridors and
Design Issues

The following section provides a character description of the three entrance
corridors (King Street, Anastasia Boulevard and San Marco Avenue) and identifies
architectural and design issues such as site planning, building architecture and
right-of-way improvements.

3.1 San Marco Avenue
3.1.1
B

Character Description

San Marco Avenue is one of the three critical entry points into the walled
city. Since the corridor has developed over time there is a continuum of
architectural styles, site planning/layout,
landscaping,
St. Augustine
Inlet colors and materials.
This is a typical pattern of many corridors leading to central cities all
around this country. As communities developed, the service areas typically
expanded outwards to undeveloped properties at the city’s periphery.

1

B

1

C

C

The San Marco Avenue corridor stretches from the walled city north to
its intersection with US 1 or Ponce de Leon Boulevard. Along the corridor
there are approximately three architectural patterns or types. These are
probably representative of the differing development periods of the
corridor (see Figure 1).

Sub Area I - Old City Gates to Dufferin Street
The first character district area along the corridor is located from the old
city gates to Dufferin Street.

D E
1
D1 E

F
F1

This area represents some of the earliest development outside of
Runframe vernacular buildings,
the walled city including VictorianSalt
period
G
Spanish Colonial Revival style, Mission Style buildings and some Victorian
G
Romanesque
buildings. The period of development covered by these
types of architecture represents a continuum of architecture from
roughly the 1880s to the 1930s. The uses of each of these buildings vary
from residential to public/semi-public to commercial. All three of these
types of land uses generally have differing site development planning
Matanzas
idioms.River
1

1

H

H

Although very different in nature, these architectural styles are all
recognized by the secretary of the interior as having historic significance. In
their current forms, with the incompatible site conditions, non-contributing
development infill and varying non-contributing additions, this area
appears fragmented and architecturally confusing. With good guidelines,
over time, the continuum of architecture may be better represented.

Commercial (Circa 1930)

I1

I

The commercial architecture is generally categorized as having either of
two development forms.
• Zero setback, single story commercial.
• Small setback to allow front yard parking along San Marco Avenue.
These commercial uses are clearly different from each other, with
differences needing special attention in the development of specific
architectural design guidelines for the corridor.
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Frame Vernacular Victorian
This corridor can be characterized as nostalgic – there are several
converted Victorian cottages and antique shops. A few larger scale
commercial tourist attractions reside in this area, the Fountain of Youth
exists and has a campus type of feel. Largely, with the exception of a
small storefront commercial area on the west side of the street, this
corridor has an open landscape character.

Turn of the Century Public and Semi-Public
Spanish Colonial Revival, Victorian Romanesque,
Commercial Style
Some of the architectural buildings include: The Old Jail, Florida
Heritage Museum, Garden Club, Visitor Information Center, sightseeing
tram station and National Guard Armory. The most significant historical
site is that of the Mission de Nombre de Dios, the site of the first Catholic
mass celebrated in Florida.

Sub Area II - Dufferin Street to Milton Street
This is the heart of the San Marco Avenue corridor and is also a major
intersection point for the Vilano Beach traffic via the Vilano Causeway.
This area has an early neighborhood type commercial center and is
fringed on the east side of the roadway by several contributing early
twentieth century commercial storefront-type buildings. The opposite,
west side of the roadway, is a sizeable public open space anchored by
a carousel. The role of this area can be clearly strengthened through
the improvement of the public spaces (removal or relocation of city park
parking) and strengthening the commercial architectural themes.
The adjoining blocks are older residential structures in varying degrees
of condition. Residential areas to the east and northeast appear to be
stable and generally well kept.

Sub Area III - Milton Street to North Ponce de Leon
Boulevard
As compared to other areas along the San Marco Avenue corridor,
buildings that are more suburban in character, representing mid 20th
century commercial roadside architectural styles largely characterize the
final northernmost segment. An excessive palette of colors, materials,
site planning and sign types create visual clutter and present a negative
appearance to this end of the corridor. The campus of the Florida School
for the Deaf and Blind is also an important element in this segment.

3.1.2

Architectural and Corridor Design Issues

Since the area has developed over time, it is appropriate to recognize
that continuum of architecture and development. This premise, however,
creates a difficult scenario to obtain any sort of continuity in the
corridor’s appearance. Continuity may be provided both in regulating
the architecture on the corridor and providing for improvements to the
public rights-of-way.
Local businesses have already shown concern in the form of the San
Marco Avenue Merchants Association. It is important to incorporate the
input from this and other citizen groups in any discussion regarding
this corridor.
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The challenges in this corridor shall include the maintenance requirements
of older structures and the clash of older styles and contemporary
utilitarian architecture. Conflict between vehicle and pedestrian use shall
also be a concern.

Site Planning
Corridor site planning recommendations shall vary based on the
particular sub-district character previously identified. Some generalized
considerations for the corridor include the following.
• Overhead and street level utilities are in disarray. Underground
placement of overhead utilities would improve the appearance of
the corridor significantly. Also improvement of sub-standard street
level sidewalks, curbs and gutters is necessary.
• Poorly located traffic control boxes, telephone/electric poles, sign
poles and other vertical equipment hinders pedestrian flow through
the area.
• Existing grading, extensive overlaying of asphalt, poor curb and
gutter profiles all contribute to poor drainage.
• Conduct an access management plan to assist in the development
of consistent policies as they relate to controlled and combined
access points for properties along the corridor.
• In commercial areas, encourage building development and
redevelopment to the building line.
• In open space areas, encourage the development of on-site landscape
materials that encourage consistency in edge treatments and
materials. A recommended palette of site furnishings would also be
beneficial and promote continuity in the districts.
• Streetwalls should be provided to create consistent architectural edges
for architecturally incompatible uses such as parking or sites with a
historical development pattern not in keeping with the district.
• Parking should be encouraged to the side and rear of buildings and
sites in order to calm the appearance of the corridor.
• Outside service and storage shall be encouraged to be located outof-site from the public rights-of-way.
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Building Architecture
Because the area has a number of representative architectural styles and
site plan development types, the corridor has been separated into three
distinct sub areas. This was done in order to give guidance to the types
of appropriate development patterns that may be found in those areas.
Since there are several appropriate types within each corridor, several
prototypical recommendations shall be made according to each area.
Some generalized considerations are as follows.
• Building materials and colors selected should be appropriate to
the general character of the sub-district (e.g. Early Twentieth
Century Commercial should have tile, brick or glass storefronts and
so forth.
• Commercial building types located from Milton Street south to the
city gates should have either appropriate fixed canopies or awnings
in keeping with the style and placement on a particular building.
• Additions shall be appropriate in size, placement, color, materials,
and orientation and so forth as those most representative of the
particular sub-district.
• Building heights shall be appropriate to those found within the
district. Typical to the district are one to two story buildings.

Figure 1: San Marco Avenue – Prototypical Road Sections
SECTION A – A1

North San Marco Avenue
This section is at the northern part of San Marco, close to its point of merging with US 1. To the west is the Travelodge Motel with an attractive
landscape buffer and wall screening the pool and parking areas. There are no curbs or sidewalks at this point in the road. To the east, the
roadway is met by paving that extends to form the parking lot for vehicles at the St. Augustine Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Nissan dealership.
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SECTION B – B1

San Marco Avenue at the Intersection of May Street
The northeast corner is occupied by the Manatee Café which is part of a series of urban shops that abut a wide sidewalk, buffered from the
street by a low curb wall. To the west is Davenport Park with a playground and charming classic carousel. Beyond the park is the library, next
to it the garden club. Along May Street and its side streets is an established residential area with well maintained homes and streets shaded by
large, old trees. In spite of the traffic at this intersection of San Marco which is US 1 commercial, May Street which is also A1A and San Carlos
which connects these major roads with the US 1 Bypass, the elements previously described make this a charming community focal point.

SECTION C – C1

South San Marco Avenue
To the east side of 73 San Marco Avenue is Sofa Tuckers, a furniture business in an adapted residential structure. This site has a front yard,
sidewalk and there is a planted easement with palms. To the west, on the northern corner of Cincinnati is a strip of connected businesses,
mostly antique shops. A wide sidewalk extends from the storefronts to the street. Though traffic is usually quite heavy, it seems to be a
pedestrian friendly section with the type of businesses that invite recreational strolling and browsing as opposed to everyday necessary
functions. The adjacent areas are a mix of similar uses, as well as convenience stores, gas stations, restaurants and commercial mixed use.
The majority of eclectic residential buildings have been adapted to commercial reuse.
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B

1

B

Right-of-Way Improvements

St. Augustine Inlet

Very critical to the success of these fragmented areas is the treatment
of the right-of-way.
The following recommendations are advised.
1

C

C

• Development of a roadway concept and streetscape design plan
which encourages walking, enhances neighborhood/walled city
connections, bicycles and transit.
• Streetscape treatments shall vary according to the individual subdistrict character (e.g. storefront commercial areas may have wider
and more extensive landscaping and hardscape treatments).
• Develop a palette of materials and furnishings which is compatible
to the community’s heritage and surrounding architecture.

3.2 King Street
F

D E
D E
1

1

F1

G
3.2.1 Character
Description

Salt Run

King StreetG is essentially the main street of St. Augustine and acts as a
major central access point to St. Augustine beaches and the walled city.
This area may be divided into two different character types. They are:
institutional/campus/mixed use and Early Twentieth Century Commercial.
Each of these area types shall require differing sets of architectural and
Matanzas
corridorRiver
treatments (see Figure 2).
1

1

H

H

Institutional/Campus and Mixed Use
The architecture between Ponce de Leon Boulevard and the walled city
is largely institutional and categorized as campus like with setbacks and
landscaping. The character of this area quickly becomes more traditional
and urban within the walled city. The architecture is primarily functional
and commercial mixed with some residential.
I
I1

Both east and west of US 1, one finds small businesses, a grocery store,
two hardware stores, marine supply, local restaurants, the police station,
post office, church, bakery and general needs of everyday life. Flagler
College, formerly the Ponce de Leon Hotel, the Lightner Museum and
city hall which are housed in the former Alcazar Hotel are on King Street
at the edge of the historic district. These two hotels were significant
to the economic life of the town. Signs of local “industry” include the
FEC Railway Headquarters in the old hospital complex and the shrimp
boat docks. The San Sebastian Winery is along this corridor as is the
site of the proposed mixed use development – San Sebastian Harbor,
currently a derelict area along the San Sabastian River on the east side
of the bridge.

Early Twentieth Century Commercial
The character of the commercial district west of Ponce de Leon is Early
Twentieth Century Commercial style and consists of traditional one and
two story buildings with a storefront type of character (similar to Vilano
Beach Causeway and San Marco Avenue commercial area).
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The King Street Corridor Association was formed to foster the
improvement of business appearances. Their input, as well as other
councils and merchants associations, such as the West King Street
Merchants Association, shall be vital to the successful implementation
of guidelines in this corridor.
This corridor suffers from serious traffic congestion, vacancies and
the deteriorating condition of some structures. This area is also likely
problematic as it is both a business district and link from US 1 to the
city.

3.2.2

Architectural and Corridor Design Issues

Since the area has developed over time, it is appropriate to recognize
that continuum of architecture and development. Largely, however,
the area east of Ponce de Leon Boulevard is mixed use and campus
like. This should be taken into consideration in the development of
design regulations appropriate to the land use and character of the
corridor. The West King Street corridor retains a great deal of continuity
in architectural period, type and site plan development. Other business
and economic development incentives and the use of facade grants may
be most appropriate here.
Continuity may best be provided by regulating the architecture on the
corridor and providing for improvements to the public rights-of-way.

Site Planning
Corridor site planning recommendations shall vary based on particular
sub-district character previously identified. Some generalized
considerations for the corridor include the following.
• Overhead and street level utilities are in disarray. Underground
placement of overhead utilities would improve the appearance of
the corridor significantly. Also, improvement of sub-standard street
level sidewalks, curbs and gutters is necessary.
• Poorly located traffic control boxes, telephone/electric poles, sign
poles and other vertical equipment hinders pedestrian flow through
the area.
• Existing grading, extensive overlaying of asphalt, poor curb and
gutter profiles all contribute to poor drainage.
• Limit street side access in the traditional West King commercial area
to enhance urban design through the development of consistent
street walls.
• Limit access points for campus type developments in the corridor
east of Ponce de Leon Boulevard.
• In commercial areas, encourage building development and
redevelopment to the building line. In campus type areas, the
building line may be setback to encourage development of
consistent landscaping treatments between properties.
• In open space areas, encourage the development of on-site landscape
materials that encourage consistency in edge treatments and
materials. A recommended palette of site furnishings would be
beneficial to, and promote, continuity in the districts.
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• Streetwalls should be provided to create consistent architectural edges
for architecturally incompatible uses such as parking or sites with a
historical development pattern not in keeping with the district.
• Parking should be encouraged to the side and rear of buildings and
sites in order to calm the appearance of the corridor.
• Outside service and storage shall be encouraged to be located outof-site from the public rights-of-way.

Building Architecture
The area east and west of Ponce de Leon Boulevard has quite different
architectural characters, and there is no particular representative
architectural character east of Ponce de Leon Boulevard. In this area it
may be most appropriate to allow contemporary infill that is in character
with the scale, placement, colors and materials of surrounding buildings.
The West King Street corridor should have more of a preservation
type focus to building redevelopment and infill. Some generalized
considerations are as follows.
• Building materials and colors selected should be appropriate to the
general character of the sub-district (e.g. Early Twentieth Century
Commercial should have masonry, brick or glass storefronts and so
forth).
• Commercial building types should have either appropriate fixed
canopies or awnings in keeping with the style and placement on
that particular building.
• Additions shall be appropriate in size, placement, color, materials,
orientation and so forth as those most representative of the
particular sub-district.
• Building heights shall be appropriate to those found within the
district. Typical to the district are one to two story buildings with
some three story buildings located closer to the walled city.

Right-of-Way Improvements
Very critical to the success of this corridor is the treatment of the rights-of
-way.
The following recommendations are advised.
• Develop a major entry street, sidewalk, sign and architecture
treatment for the intersection of Ponce de Leon Boulevard and King
Street.
• Development of a roadway concept and streetscape design plan
which encourages walking, enhances neighborhood/walled city
connections, bicycles and transit.
• Streetscape treatments shall vary according to the individual subdistrict character (e.g. storefront commercial areas may have wider
and more extensive landscaping and hardscape treatments).
• Develop a palette of materials and furnishings which is compatible
to the community’s heritage and surrounding architecture.
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Figure 2: King Street – Prototypical Road Sections
SECTION D – D1

SECTION E – E1

West King Street
The section at 217 West King falls between Leonardi and Davis Streets. To the south at 217 West King is Mermaid Marine Canvas and
Upholstery and Sailors’ Exchange is on the north at 222 West King. The second West King section is on the east side of the intersection with
Davis Street. The north side of the street is occupied by the Bear Den Pawn Shop, St. Augustine Tool Company is on the south side.
This part of West King is composed of small businesses most of which front the sidewalk. Visually the area has a village appearance
though pedestrians are only rarely present. There are occasional empty lots or residential properties. Some of the buildings are well
maintained and some are not. There is little street planting and some areas are overgrown and poorly maintained. Street and sidewalk
widths are irregular.

SECTION F – F1

East King Street
Hamblen Hardware occupies the south side of 111 East King Street. The property on the north side is a residential reuse occupied by several
offices and faces Markland Place, the intersecting side street. This section is fairly typical of the mixture of business structures and residential
structures most of which are now commercial in use. Where residences have been converted, the yards provide some greenspace. Planting
in the right-of-way consists of grass and a row of sabal palms. Because this is the main access to the center of town and historic district from
US 1, as well as a dense commercial area, vehicular traffic is consistently heavy and makes pedestrian traffic uncomfortable.
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3.3 Anastasia Boulevard
3.3.1

G

Anastasia Boulevard, on the east side of the Bridge of Lions, is the link
from the city to St. Augustine Beach. The architecture is predominantly
(for lack of an official recognized architectural style) Florida Beachside
and businesses are restaurants, independent motels and tourist oriented.
Businesses also include; miniature golf, a surf shop and the Alligator
Farm. The southern terminus of the district provides access to Anastasia
State Park whose major historic landmark is the restored lighthouse and
museum. The corridor transitions into residential with landscape buffers
on either side.

Salt Run

G1

Matanzas River
1

H

Character Description

This corridor is the most cohesive because it is the most recently developed
and has not had as much opportunity for change over time. It is more
contemporary in character typified by front yard parking, simple block
building and the roadway is traffic movement oriented (see Figure 3).

H

I1

I

3.3.2

Architectural and Corridor Design Issues

There is a great deal of continuity in the architectural materials and the site
development patterns along the corridor. The purpose of the land uses
along the corridor are to provide entertainment and relief hotel space for
the downtown area. The building materials popular during the time this
corridor was developed were concrete block, brick, metals and other more
engineered materials. Colors popular in this period of development were
brightly colored pastel base colors with bright contrasting colors used for
trim or other accent elements. Guidelines for this area may chose to
eliminate any earlier or later architectural materials references. This would
provide continuity in the vertical appearance of the corridor. Continuity
can also be provided in treatment of the public right-of-way. Conflict
between vehicle and pedestrian use shall also be a concern.

Site Planning
Corridor site planning recommendations shall vary based on particular
sub-district character previously identified. Some generalized
considerations for the corridor include the following.
• Roadway drainage and engineering appears to be current and
provide adequate service.
• Overhead utilities require minimal cleanup as most service is
accessed from the rear of the properties. An exception is a single
wire servicing the existing street lighting system which may be easily
updated to underground service.
• Conduct an access management plan to assist in the development
of consistent policies as they relate to controlled and combined
access points for properties along the corridor.
• Encourage a predominance of building development and
redevelopment to the building line.
• In open space areas, encourage the development of on-site landscape
materials that encourage consistency in edge treatments and
materials. A recommended palette of site furnishings would be
beneficial, and promote continuity in the districts.
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• Streetwalls should be provided to create consistent architectural
edges for architecturally incompatible uses such as parking or sites
with a historical development pattern not in keeping with the district.
• Parking should be encouraged to the side and rear of buildings
and sites in order to calm the appearance of the corridor. Some
limited front yard parking may be allowed.
• Outside service and storage shall be encouraged to be located
out-of-site from the public rights-of-way.

Building Architecture
Because the area has a consistent architectural image, new construction, materials,
site development and other issues are critical. In keeping with the land uses
and roadside architectural traditions of this type of development, signs may be
more showy and entertainment oriented. Some generalized considerations are as
follows.
• Building materials selected should be appropriate to the general
character of the sub-district (e.g. facades should have machined
finishes such as concrete block or metal should have tile, brick or
glass storefronts and so forth).
• Fixed architectural canopies and marquees are preferred over fabric
awnings. fixed canopies or awnings in keeping with the style and placement
on that particular building.
• Additions shall be appropriate in size, placement, materials and orientation
as those most representative of the district.
• Building heights shall be appropriate to those found within the district.
Typical to the district are one to two story buildings. Buildings have a
predominantly horizontal expression along the street.

Right-of-Way Improvements
The extensive right-of-way available on Anastasia Boulevard provides for
extensive landscape and streetscape treatments: this is especially true
with the recent decision not to expand the Bridge of Lions. The following
recommendations are advised.
• Development of a roadway concept encourages walking, enhances
neighborhood/walled city connections, bicycles and transit.
• Encourage increased walking traffic through enhanced pedestrian
improvements over the Bridge of Lions to entertainment and
hotel facilities.
• Develop pedestrian enhancements that are brightly colored, festive
and encourage safe daytime and nighttime use.
• Slow traffic through calming devices and provide numerous
opportunities for improved pedestrian crossings.
• Streetscape treatments shall vary according to the individual subdistrict character (e.g. storefront commercial areas may have wider
and more extensive landscaping and hardscape treatments).
• Develop a colorful palette of materials and furnishings which is
compatible to the surrounding architecture.
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Figure 3: Anastasia Boulevard – Prototypical Road Sections
SECTION G – G1

Anastasia Boulevard
Located between Gerado Street and Zorayda Avenue, the western side is occupied by the Roadway Inn. On the east is the Seafood Kitchen.
These are typical of the motel, restaurant commercial mix of this part of Anastasia Boulevard. The road is newer and consistent in design,
engineered for vehicular traffic with parking, four wide travel lanes, turn lanes and landscaped median. Though sidewalks are present,
there is not a great deal of pedestrian traffic.

SECTION H – H1

Anastasia Boulevard South of Carver Street
To the east is Lighthouse Plaza, an attractive “strip/mini mall.” This is a series of connected businesses in sections with staggered setbacks.
There is landscaping and wide, covered, connecting walkways. To the east is an open field. The block beyond is residential. Adjacent to
the north of the intersection with Carver is a gas station. Continuing to the south is a natural area. This is fairly typical of this area which
is a transitional zone from the previous more densely commercial character to a less dense and increasingly residential segment. The road
continues to be consistent with the previous section with wide lanes and landscaped medians.
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SECTION I – I1

Anastasia Boulevard at the Intersection of Madeira Drive
At this point in the road there are natural landscape buffers on each side and the entire road is paved with a turning lane in the center and
no medians or landscaping. Adjacent use is primarily residential.
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Appendix B
Landscape Plant List
Right-of-Way and Site Development Standards
Botanical Name

Common Name

Quercus laurifolia

Laurel Oak

Quercus virginiana

Live Oak

Quercus shumardii
Plantanus occidentalis
Taxodium distichum
Ulmus parrifolia

Shumard Oak
Sycamore
Bald Cypress
Drake Elm

Street Palms
Phoenix canariensis

Canary Island Date Palm

Phoenix dactalifera
Sabal palmetto
Washingtonia robusta

Date Palm
Sabal Palm
Washington Palm

Accent Trees and Palms
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Common Name

Hedges*, Shrubs*, Cycads and Palms

Street Trees

Acer rubrum
Butia capitata
Cornus florida
Cercis cananadensis
Ilex cassine
Ilex opaca
Ilex vomitoria
Juniperus salicicola
Juniperus virginiana
Lagerstroemia indica
Ligustrum spp.
Liquidambar styraciflua
Liriodendron tulipifera
Livistonia chinensis
Magnolia grandiflora
Myrica cerifera
Phoenix reclinata
Prunus agustifolia
Prunus calleryana
Prunus caroliniana
Trachycarpus fortunei

Botanical Name

Red Maple
Pindo Palm
Dogwood
Redbud
Dahoon Holly
American Holly
Yaupon Holly
Southern Juniper
Eastern Red Cedar
Crape Myrtle
Ligustrum
Sweetgum
Tulip Poplar
Chinese Fan Palm
Southern Magnolia
Wax Myrtle
Senegal Date Palm
Chickasaw Palm
Bradford Pear
Cherry Laurel
Windmill Plum

(*To be used as hedge or screen for parking lots.)
Abelia grandiflora*
Buxus microphylla
Buxus sempervirens
Camellia japonica
Camellia sasanqua
Cassia spp.
Cortaderia selloana
Crinum asiaticum
Eleagnus pungens*
Feijoa sellowiana*
Galphimia (or Thryallis) glauca
Gardenia jasminoides
Ilex cassine
Ilex cornuta*
Ilex cornuta* “Burfordi”
Ilex crenata
Ilex vomitoria “nana”
Illicium anisatum*
Illicium parviflorum*
Juniperus chinensis*
Juniperus spp.
Lantana camara
Ligustrum japonicum*
Nandina domestica
Nerium oleander
Philodenron selloum
Photinia Fraseri
Pittosporum tobira*
Plumbago auriculata
Podocarpus macrophyllus*
Pyracantha coccinea
Raphiolepsis indica
Rhapidohyllum hystrix
Rhododendron indica*
Rhododendron obtusum
Rhododendron kurume
Serenoa repens
Ternstroemia gymnanthera
Thuja occidentalis
Viburnum odoratissium*

Abelia
Japanese Boxwood
English Boxwood
Camellia
Sasanqua Camellia
Cassia
Pampas Grass
Crinum Lily
Silverthorn
Feijoa
Thryallis
Gardenia
Dahoon Holly
Chinese Holly
Burford Holly
Japanese Holly
Dwarf Yaupon Holly
Star Anise
Yellow Anise
Chinese Juniper
Junipers
Lantana
Japanese Privet
Heavenly Bamboo
Oleander
Split Leaf Philodendron
Fraser’s Photinia
Pittosporum
Plumbago
Podocarpus
Firethorn Pyracantha
Indian Hawthorn
Needle Palm
Indica Azaleas
Dwarf Azaleas
Kurume Azaleas
Saw Palmetto
Cleyera
American Arborvitae
Sweet Viburnum
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Common Name

Hedges*, Shrubs*, Cycads and Palms continued
(*To be used as hedge or screen for parking lots.)
Viburnum suspensum*
Viburnum Tinus
Yucca aloifolia
Yucca gloriosa
Yucca smalliana
Zamia floridana
Zamina furfuracea

Sandankwa Viburnum
Laurustikus Viburnum
Spanish Bayonet
Spanish Dagger
Bear Grass
Coontie
Cardboard Plant

Groundcovers
Aspidistra elatior
Catharanthus roseus
Cyrtomium falcatum
Dietes bicolor
Ficus pumila
Gaillardia pulchella
Gelsemi sempervirens
Gerbera jamesonnii
Hedera canariensis
Hedera helix
Hemerocallis spp.
Helianthus debilis
Ipomoea stolonifera
Iris virginica
Lantana depressa
Lantana montevidensis
Liriope spp.
Lonicera Japonica “Halliana”
Nandina domestica “nana”
Nephrolepis spp.
Ophiopogon japonicus
Pittosporum tobira “nana”
Rudbeckia hirta
Serenoa repens
Spartina spp.
Trachelospermum asiaticum
Trachelospermum jasminoides
Tulbaghia violacea
Vinca major
Zamia floridana
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Cast Iron Plant
Periwinkle, Vinca
Holly Fern
African Iris
Creeping Fig
Gaillardia
Carolina Jessamine
Gerbera Daisy
Algerian Ivy
English Ivy
Day Lilly
Beach Sunflower
Beach Morning Glory
Blue Flag
Yellow Pineland Lantana
Weeping Lantana
Lilly Turf
Hall’s Honeysuckle
Dwarf Heavenly Bamboo
Sword or Boston Fern
Mondo Grass
Dwarf Pittosporum
Black Eyed Susan
Saw Palmetto
Cordgrass
Confederate Jasmine
Star Jasmine
Society Garlic
Bigleaf Periwinkle
Coontie

Botanical Name

Common Name

Vines
Clematis dioscoreifolia
Celmatis virginiana
Glesmium sempervirens
Hedera canariensis
Hedera helix
Ipomeoa stolonifera
Jasminum multiflorum
Jasminum sambac
Lonicera japonica “halliana”
Lonicera sempervirens
Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Trachelospermum asiaticum
Trachelospermum jasminoides
Wisteria sinensis

Japanese Clematis
Sweet Autumn Clematis
Carolina Jasmine
Algerian Ivy
English Ivy
Beach Morning Glory
Downy Jasmine
Arbian Jasmine
Hall’s Honeysuckle
Coral Honeysuckle
Virginia Creeper
Confederate Jasmine
Star Jasmine
Chinese Wisteria

Turfgrass
Bahia Greas
Bermuda Grass
Centipede Grass
St. Augustine Grass
Zoysia Grass
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Appendix C
Predominant Post 1821 Architectural Styles in St. Augustine
Source: Architectural Guidelines for Historic Preservation, City of St. Augustine
This section is a general guide to the predominant architectural styles found in St. Augustine. The styles described below exclude the
Colonial styles (First Spanish Period (1565-1763), British Period (1764-1783) and Second Spanish Period (1784-1821)), as they are exclusively
associated with the historic district. The Colonial styles are not permitted outside the historic district. The purpose is to provide a sense of
the buildings, their relationship with the site, general features, architectural form, building details and elements of each style. This would
assist in recognizing and understanding general styles and specific architectural elements.
The intent and the basis for an architectural style must be understood in its historical context. Buildings are products of environment and
climate, cultural and social values, technology and available building materials. Each building reflects the culture, economy and technology
of its own time. Many design features and considerations in common use in the past are not obvious today. With the advent of central
heating and air conditioning, electricity, indoor plumbing and the automobile, many site and design considerations have been greatly
modified and some have disappeared.
Each architectural style is characterized by distinguishing features, including the site plan, building plan, foundation, exterior finish, roof
type and covering, windows and doors, and other detailing. Many of the buildings in St. Augustine contain only some of the features of a
particular style, and may contain features of other design influences.
Historic architecture is not a matter for supposition and conjecture. To preserve our architectural heritage and to protect historic authenticity,
we must acknowledge each building as a product of its own place and time, and work to maintain it as such.
Architectural styles, including those discussed in this section, rarely begin or end in a given year. Instead, a style usually begins in one
section of the country, gradually spreads to other sections, reaches a peak of popularity, and then gradually phases out under the influence
of a multitude of factors. Such factors may include tastes and preferences, construction costs, the local availability of building materials,
technology and construction techniques, and the availability of skilled labor.

1.

Vernacular (1821-1940)

Vernacular refers to common buildings that do not display a formal or distinctive style. These buildings do, however, generally display at
least some of the design elements and features commonly used in styled buildings constructed during the same era. They may also reflect
minor influences such as Chippendale, Arts and Crafts, Pennsylvania Dutch, and Minorcan Cracker. Construction may be frame, masonry
or both. Vernacular buildings make up the bulk of St. Augustine’s historic building resources. These buildings dominate the streetscape,
establish the scale of neighborhoods, create a sense of place, and record the change of construction technology and materials over time.
Vernacular buildings represent the history, influence and culture of the middle and lower classes.

1.1 Frame Vernacular
Frame Vernacular architecture is the common wood frame construction of self-taught builders, often passed from one generation
to the next. Vernacular building traditions resulted from the builder’s experience, available resources, and responses to the local
environment. Most frame vernacular buildings are dwellings and associated outbuildings. However, churches, commercial and industrial
frame vernacular buildings have also been constructed.
Frame Vernacular buildings were heavily influenced by the Queen Anne style in the late 1800s and by the Bungalow style in the 1920s.
Queen Anne influences included two story construction, complex roof forms and irregular massing. Bungalow influences included a
return to single story construction and simpler, more regular roof forms and massing.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies greatly.
The most common building plans are rectangular and L-shaped, although some buildings have irregular plans. Buildings range from
one to two-and-one-half stories.
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Prior to the Civil War, foundations are usually brick, coquina, lime rock or tabby piers. From 1865 until about 1920 brick and coquina
piers were most common; and beginning in the 1920s, brick, coquina or concrete block piers were used. Piers are usually not finished
with stucco. Lattice infill is common after 1845. Continuous foundations are rare, and are never used prior to about 1920. Construction
is wood frame. Prior to the Civil War, braced frame construction was used; from 1865 until about 1910, balloon framing was used;
and after 1910, platform framing became common. Exterior finish is typically drop siding with corner boards, weatherboards with
corner boards, butted wood shingles, or board-and-batten siding.
Locally, roof types are usually gable, although hip and pyramidal roofs are common elsewhere. Porches commonly have hip or shed
roofs. Prior to 1845, roof surfaces are covered with wood shakes or wood shingles. From 1845 to about 1920, roof surfaces are
covered with metal, corrugated metal or metal novelty shingles. Beginning in the 1920s, roof surfaces are covered with composition
shingles, diamond composition shingles or asbestos shingles. Chimneys are brick, and are occasionally finished with stucco.
Windows are usually double hung sash two-over-two or one-over-one. Locally, six-over-six and six-over-one are also common, but are
seldom used after about 1920. Prior to the turn of the century, nine-over-six and eight-over-eight windows are also used. After the
turn of the century, eight-over-one, four-over-one, three-over-one, and less commonly jalousie windows are also used. Attic louvers in
the gable ends, and casement windows with various numbers of panes are common in all time periods.
Detailing is simple, usually consisting of jig-sawn woodwork on porches or around eaves, and corbels on chimneys.

1.2 Masonry Vernacular
Before the Civil War, masonry construction was far less common in Florida than wood frame construction. Brick, the most common
masonry material in the United States, was not readily available in Florida because of a scarcity of clay and poor transportation facilities.
Coquina was available locally, and had been used since Colonial times. Poured concrete buildings first appeared in St. Augustine in the
1880s. Beginning in the 1920s, hollow tile and concrete block were widely used. Eventually, concrete block virtually replaced brick as a
structural material, although brick was frequently used as a veneer in combination with masonry or frame interior walls.
Commercial buildings are usually constructed directly on the street. Residential and other buildings are not usually constructed directly
on the street, although the size of yards varies greatly.
The most common building plans are rectangular or L-shaped. Buildings range from one to two stories.
Foundations are usually continuous brick or concrete block, or slab. Construction is wood frame with masonry veneer, or masonry.
Exterior finish is usually common or running bond brick, rough texture stucco, scored stucco, rusticated rock-faced concrete block or
coquina. Weatherboards or drop siding with corner boards, or prior to 1850, board-and-batten siding are also used.
Roof types on commercial buildings are typically flat with a parapet. Other roof types are gable or hip. Flat roofs are built-up. Pitched
roof surfaces are covered with composition shingles, diamond composition shingles, metal, or prior to 1850, wood shakes. Chimneys
are coquina or brick and may be finished with stucco.
Windows in commercial buildings are fixed sheet (plate glass). Other windows are fixed multi-pane; double hung sash six-over-six,
three-over-one, two-over-two or one-over-one. Transoms, fanlights and attic louvers are common. Jalousie windows, French doors
and simple balconies are used occasionally. Prior to 1850, double hung sash eight-over-eight and 15 pane casement windows were
also used.
Detailing is simple, usually consisting of cast concrete or ornamental brick corbels.
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Greek Revival (1830-1870)

Greek Revival was the dominant architectural style in the country from 1830 until 1860, and symbolized the United States as the spiritual
successor to the democratic traditions of ancient Greece. The Greek Revival was an adaptation of the classic Greek temple front, employing
details from Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders. This style was popularized by carpenters, pattern books and architects such as Benjamin
Latrobe, Robert Mills and William Strickland. Examples of this style in Florida are generally simpler than those found in more urban and
prosperous states. There is only one local example of this style.
Identifying features of the Greek Revival Style include low pitched gable or hip roofs, and a cornice line emphasized by a wide band of trim
representing a classical entablature. Most examples feature an entrance porch or a full width porch supported by square or round columns
drawn from Doric, Ionic or Corinthian orders. A narrow line of sidelights often surrounds the primary entrance.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular or nearly square with symmetrical facades. Buildings range from one to two and one-half
stories. Columns or pilasters support an entablature. Front porticoes are modeled after Greek temples.
Foundations are usually brick or masonry piers. Construction is wood frame. Exterior finish is usually horizontal wood siding.
Roof types are low pitched hip or gable. Roof surfaces are covered with wooden shingles, sheet metal or composition shingles. Chimneys
are brick.
Windows are double hung sash six-over-six. Transoms, sidelights and fanlights are common.
Detailing is extensive and includes classically derived columns, balustrades, modillions and dentils. Entrance detailing includes transoms,
sidelights, fanlights, and an entry porch or full width porch supported by square or round columns. The cornice line is emphasized by a
wide band of trim. Buildings are commonly painted white with dark green trim.

3.

Gothic Revival (1850-1920)

This style reached a height of popularity in the United States from 1840 to 1870. It remained a favored style for religious and educational
buildings well into the twentieth century. There are several variations on this style including Carpenter Gothic and Collegiate Gothic. Architects
Andrew Jackson Downing, Alexander Jackson Davis and Richard Upjohn produced several pattern books adapting this style for modest
domestic uses. These pattern books, published in the 1830s, 1840s and 1850s, led to the development of the Carpenter Gothic style.
Identifying features of the Gothic Revival style include steeply pitched gable roofs, often with one or more intersecting cross-gables; decorative
bargeboard work in the gables; open eaves; wood siding, often board-and-batten; one story entrance or end porch; and varied window
treatments including lancet, cantilevered oriels, and double hung sash windows, often with diamond pane glazing. Shutters are common.
Identifying features of the Carpenter Gothic style include extensive use of sawn wood ornamentation on the bargeboards, eaves, and porch
and balcony railings; steeply pitched gables and diagonal paned windows of Gothic architecture combined with the intricate decorative
woodwork of the early Victorian Era; and multi-hued paint schemes. The steeply pitched gables lend pronounced vertical emphasis to these
buildings. The term “carpenter” refers both to the extensive use of sawn wood ornamentation and the fact that these buildings were
usually designed by craftsmen, not architects.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular, L-shaped and U-shaped. Buildings range from one and one-half to two and one-half
stories. Buildings feature tall, narrow windows and doors, often with pointed arches. The style emphasizes vertical elements in the facade.
Foundations are coquina, brick or continuous masonry which may be finished with stucco. Construction is masonry or wood frame. Exterior
finishes are plain or ashlar joint stucco, brick, marble, stone, drop siding, weatherboards or board-and-batten siding with corner boards.
A local church tower is finished with wood shingles.
Roof type is steeply pitched gable. Roof surfaces are covered with wood shingles, composition shingles, diamond composition shingles,
metal standing seam, or corrugated metal. Chimneys are brick, and may be finished with stucco.
Windows may be lancet or oriel, fixed or casement diamond multi-pane, or double hung sash two-over-two. Attic louvers, transoms and
sidelights are also used. Leaded stained glass may be used. Exterior shutters are common.
Detailing is extensive and includes prominent gables, oriel windows, massive chimneys, pointed elliptical arches, towers and battlements,
crenelation, jigsawn trim on eaves and gable ends, and leaded stained glass.
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Commercial (1850-1940)

Design of commercial buildings in Florida mirrored national trends. Most commercial buildings are concentrated in districts with high land
values. To exploit land values to the full, commercial buildings are constructed in close proximity to one another, and are designed to cover
most of the lot. The side walls of one commercial building often form party walls with adjacent buildings.
Identifying features of the Commercial style include a rectangular building plan, and one narrow elevation facing the street which is the
focus of the design and provides the building’s identifying features. Facades are organized into distinct zones or sections, commonly
containing one or two parts.
The one-part facade generally is a one story building. The structural framework consists of columns, bulkheads or kick-panels, and a cornice
topped by a parapet. Large show windows are generally placed within this framework, both to display merchandise and to light the interior.
The wall area between windows and cornice provides a place for signs and makes the facade appear taller. This framework forms a basic
compositional arrangement. Materials, doors and windows, and decorative and stylistic details constitute secondary characteristics that
can be organized in a variety of ways.
The two-part facade is a multi-story building organized into upper and lower zones, containing distinct uses in each zone. The lower zone is
essentially the same as the one part facade, and houses public spaces such as retail stores, banks, offices and hotel lobbies. The upper zone
provides space for more private uses such as apartments, offices, hotel rooms and meeting halls.
Buildings are often constructed directly on the street, are in close proximity to one another and usually cover most of the lot. Yards, if
provided, are small.
Buildings are usually rectangular, and range from one to three stories.
Foundations are continuous concrete or brick, or concrete slab. Construction prior to the Civil War was wood frame. Brick was used following
the Civil War. Hollow terra cotta tile or concrete block was used beginning in the 1920s. Exterior finish is usually common or running bond
brick, concrete block, or rough texture stucco. Cast iron storefronts, although common to the style, are not used in St. Augustine.
Roof types are flat with a parapet. Roof surfaces are built-up.
Windows are fixed sheet (plate glass) on the ground floor. Transoms are common. Windows on upper floors are double hung sash twoover-two, one-over-one, or less commonly jalousie.
Detailing is simple, usually consisting of cast concrete or ornamental brick corbels.

5.

St. Augustine Colonial Revival (Post-1850)

The St. Augustine Colonial Revival style is unique to St. Augustine, and combines elements of the Spanish Colonial and the various
Mediterranean Influence styles as locally interpreted. This style involves both new construction and the conversion of older buildings into
this style during the “Mediterranean Revival” craze of the 1920s. Buildings in this style more accurately reflect changes to colonial buildings
over the years rather than how colonial buildings originally appeared.
Identifying features of this style usually include stucco exterior finish, tile roofs, wood balconies, ornamental ironwork and exterior
shutters.
Buildings may or may not be constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Common building plans are L-shaped and rectangular. Buildings are two to two and one-half stories. Walled yards are common, although
the heights of the walls vary considerably. True loggias are not used but galleries or porches are common. An arch motif is common.
Balconies may be wood or ornamental iron, and may have corbels. If balconies are roofed, a shed roof or hip roof is common.
Foundations may be continuous brick or poured concrete, or less commonly, brick or concrete block piers. Construction may be poured
concrete or coquina concrete, coquina block or wood frame. Exterior finishes include stucco, brick, rusticated brick, unfinished poured
concrete or coquina concrete, drop siding or weatherboards with corner boards, and wood shingles.
Roof types are gable, hip or flat with a parapet. Pitched roofs are covered with composition shingles, diamond composition shingles,
corrugated metal, metal v-crimp, clay tile, wood shakes and wood shingles. Flat roofs are built-up. Chimneys are common, and may be
brick or coquina, with or without a metal cap, and may be finished with stucco.
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Windows are double hung sash twelve-over-twelve, six-over-six, two-over-two, fixed multi-pane, or less commonly sixteen-over-sixteen,
nine-over-nine, nine-over-six or eight-over-eight. Fixed sheet (plate glass) windows are often used on commercial buildings. Attic louvers,
sidelights, fanlights, transoms, metal jalousies and moveable blinds are occasionally used. Windows are sometimes covered with iron grill
work or rejas. Functional exterior wood shutters may also be used.
Detailing consists of exterior shutters, rejas or lattice, iron grill work, wood or iron balconies, galleries with an arch motif, and walled yards.

6.

Shotgun (1866-1940)

The Shotgun House in the United States dates to the early nineteenth century when blacks from Haiti introduced the style to New Orleans
and other parts of Louisiana. The Shotgun drew its name from its long rectangular shape: supposedly a shotgun blast would travel through
the building without striking a wall. Typically one room wide, a Shotgun House might be accommodated on a small lot or half lot at
minimal cost. Although initially concentrated in the South, the Shotgun House, because of its utility and modest construction cost, became
a common dwelling for the working class in urban areas and in agricultural and industrial communities throughout the United States.
Shotgun houses first became common in Florida after the Civil War when newly freed slaves began to establish their own communities and
neighborhoods. This style appears throughout urban and rural areas of Florida.
Identifying features of the style are one room wide, and a front facade containing a doorway on one side and a window on the other.
Although generally austere, many shotgun houses feature decorative jigsawn woodwork on doors, porches and under eaves. Windows
are often oversized to admit air and light.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular. Buildings are one story.
Foundations are usually brick, coquina or block piers. Piers are not finished with stucco. Lattice infill is used occasionally. Construction is
wood frame. Exterior finish consists of weatherboards or drop siding, with or without corner boards, or less commonly board-and-batten
siding.
Roof types are usually gable, or less commonly hip, with a shed roof over the porch. Roof surfaces are covered with wooden shingles, metal
v-crimp or composition shingles. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are usually double hung sash one-over-one or two-over-two. Attic louvers in the gable ends are common.
Detailing is simple jig-sawn woodwork on porches, doors or under the eaves.

7.

Italianate (1870-1890)

The Italianate style, primarily a domestic style in the United States, was promoted by architects Andrew Jackson Downing, Alexander Jackson
Davis and Calvert Vaux. Many Italianate buildings are constructed with cast iron facades. This style is not common in Florida.
The defining features of this style include a height of two to three stories, capped by a low-pitched roof with wide, overhanging eaves
supported by decorative brackets. A square cupola or tower often rises above the roof line. Tall, narrow windows are commonly arched
and frequently display elaborated crowns, usually an inverted U-shape.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular, square or L-shaped. Buildings range from two to three stories.
Foundations are brick piers or continuous brick. Construction is wood frame. Exterior finishes are drop siding with corner boards,
weatherboards, brick, or rusticated concrete block veneer. Cast iron storefronts, although common to commercial buildings in this style,
are not used in St. Augustine.
Roof types are gable or low-pitched hip, frequently with a square cupola or tower. Roofs on commercial buildings are flat with a parapet.
Pitched roof surfaces are covered with wooden shingles, composition shingles, diamond composition shingles or corrugated metal. Flat
roof surfaces are built-up. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are tall and narrow double hung sash six-over-six or two-over-two. Transoms and sidelights are common.
Detailing includes a low-pitched roof with wide, overhanging eaves and brackets beneath; tall, narrow windows commonly arched or
curved above; windows with elaborated crowns, usually of inverted U-shape; and a square cupola or tower.
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Second Empire (1870-1907)

The Second Empire style is French in origin, and is named for the second empire of Napoleon III (1852-1870). This style was most popular
in the United States immediately following the Civil War. It is often referred to as the “General Grant Style” because of its association with
the presidency of Ulysses S. Grant (1869-1877).
The defining feature of this style is the double-pitched four-sided mansard roof, with dormers projecting from the lower steeply pitched
section. This type of roof permitted a usable attic story without the mass of a full upper story. Other features of this style include prominent
projecting and receding surfaces, paired columns, a projecting central bay, classical pediments and balustrades, windows flanked by columns
or pilasters, arched windows with pediments and molded surrounds, and tall first floor windows.
Buildings may or may not be constructed directly on the street. The size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular, L-shaped or T-shaped. Buildings range from one and one-half to two and one-half
stories.
Foundations are usually brick or concrete piers or continuous coquina. Exterior finish is usually weatherboards, drop siding, stucco or
occasionally, stone.
Roof type is mansard, occasionally with gable dormers. Roof surfaces are covered with wooden shingles, composition shingles or pressed
metal shingles. Chimneys are brick, and may be finished with stucco.
Windows are arched with pediments and molded surrounds, and are usually double hung sash two-over-two. French doors are common.
Detailing includes eaves with decorative brackets; classical pediments and balustrades, arched windows with pediments and molded
surrounds; and cast iron cresting.

9.

Romanesque Revival (1870-1910)

The Romanesque revival was inspired by the medieval architecture of Europe, particularly France and Spain. As interpreted in the United
States, the style was primarily applied to churches and other public buildings. Buildings in this style were constructed of solid masonry,
were expensive to build, and usually required professional design. For these reasons, this style did not gain wide application. There is only
one local example of this style.
The defining features of this style are semi-circular or round arches and polychromatic (i.e., multicolored) finishes. Arches circle above
windows, porch supports and entrances. Buildings in Florida use multi-colored bricks especially for window trim, arches, quoins and belt
courses. Towers and pavilions are also common.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
The most common building plans are rectangular or irregular. Buildings range from two to three stories.
Foundations are usually continuous brick. Exterior finish is brick or asbestos shingles.
Roof type is gable or hip, frequently with secondary roof structures such as cross gables, towers or pavilions. Roof surfaces are covered with
composition shingles. The only local example of this style does not have chimneys.
Windows are double hung sash one-over-one or two-over-two, and fixed multi-pane. Transoms are also used.
Detailing includes semi-circular arches; polychromatic exterior finish highlighted by quoins; window trim; arches; and belt courses.
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Queen Anne (1880-1910)

The Queen Anne style was arguably the most picturesque of the late nineteenth century domestic styles, and exhibited a variety of forms,
textures, colors and materials. Although initially popularized in England by architect Richard Norman Shaw, the style developed a distinctive
character in the United States. The Queen Anne style in Florida was exclusively applied to residential buildings.
Identifying features of this style are irregular massing of building and roof forms. Architectural details include extensive decorative woodwork;
ornamental brick work on chimneys; and combinations of siding materials such as horizontal clapboard, vertical board, novelty siding and
decorative shingles. Different types of siding are used to delineate different stories, emphasize turrets and towers, and decorate gable ends.
Queen Anne buildings feature asymmetrical window placement and double-hung sash windows in multiple configurations. Multi-hued
paint schemes are used to pick out architectural features. Often each story and the gable ends are painted in different hues, so that the
horizontal bands contrast with vertical trim elements. A few roofs are decorated with different color shingles.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Common building plans are irregular, rectangular, L-shaped, T-shaped. Buildings range from one and one-half to two and one-half stories.
Building foundations are brick piers, continuous concrete, continuous brick, concrete block piers with concrete block infill. Pier foundations
may also contain lattice infill. Construction is wood frame. Exterior finishes vary and include drop siding with corner boards, weatherboard
with corner boards, novelty shingles, wood shingles, diamond wood shingles, asbestos shingles, running bond brick, and stucco.
The most common roof type is gable, although hip and jerkinhead are also used. Towers, gables and turrets are common secondary roof
structures. Roof surfaces are covered with wooden shingles, asbestos shingles, composition shingles, diamond composition shingles, novelty
shingles, corrugated metal, metal v-crimp, embossed sheet metal, or slate. Chimneys are brick, and may have a metal cap.
Window placements are asymmetrical. Windows are double hung sash twelve-over-twelve, twelve-over-four, six-over-six, six-over-four,
four-over-one, three-over-one, two-over-two, one-over-one, and multi-pane casement. Fixed round windows are also used. Attic louvers,
transoms and French doors are also common. Movable louvers and blinds on windows are common. Awnings may be used.
Detailing includes woodwork finial, pendants, brackets, scrollwork, trusses, verge boards, panels; multiple textures, fish scale and other
shingles; and a variety of colors.

11.

Mediterranean Influence (1885-1940)

Mediterranean-influenced styles include Moorish Revival, Italian Renaissance, Spanish Colonial Revival, Mission, Mediterranean Baroque and
Spanish Renaissance Revival. Florida’s Spanish heritage and semi-tropical climate favored the use of Mediterranean designs. The roots of
Mediterranean-influenced architecture in Florida can be traced to the Spanish Renaissance Revival, Italian Renaissance and Moorish Revival
churches and hotels built in St. Augustine in the 1880s.
Identifying features of Mediterranean-influenced architecture include clay tile roofs; stucco exterior walls; straight or arched windows;
iron window grilles and balconies; arcades; ceramic tile decoration; and ornate, low relief carvings highlighting arches, columns, window
surrounds, cornices and parapets. In St. Augustine, windows are usually tall casements or double hung sash. Fanlights are sometimes used
over doors. An arch motif is common on windows, doors and porch colonnades.
The Spanish Renaissance Revival style was brought to St. Augustine by Henry Flagler, and makes extensive use of poured coquina concrete
walls, red terra cotta tile roofs, complex building massing, monumental entries, towers, turrets, vertical windows and doors, galleries,
loggias and balconies, intricate detailing, and rounded arches.
Buildings are not usually constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are rectangular or irregular. Buildings are two to four stories.
Foundations are continuous masonry or brick. Construction is unfinished poured coquina concrete or masonry. Exterior finishes are brick,
stucco or the unfinished coquina concrete.
Roofs are gable, hip, or flat with a parapet. Pitched roof surfaces are covered with composition shingles, barrel tile or interlocking tile. Flat
roof surfaces are built up. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are double hung sash five-over-five or one-over-one, or fixed multi-pane casement. Fanlights and transoms are common. Iron
window grilles and balconies are common.
Detailing includes plaster and terra cotta highlighting on arches, columns, window surrounds, cornices, and parapets; wrought iron grilles,
balconies and balconets. Decorative carving on the facade is also common.
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Moorish Revival (1883-1928)

The Moorish Revival style resulted from Victorian interest in the Middle and Far East. Boston architect Franklin Smith introduced this style to
Florida in 1883 with the construction of the Villa Zorayda in St. Augustine, which was inspired by the Alhambra Castle in Grenada, Spain.
The defining features of this style include a flat roof surrounded by a parapet heavily decorated with cast concrete crenellations. The design
often features a pavilion tower, onion dome or minaret. Exterior walls are generally covered by stucco or unfinished concrete, and seldom
feature ornament. Door and window surrounds frequently reveal a variety of decorative treatments including a horseshoe arch motif. Other
common features are wood and metal balconies and ornamental tile work.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are rectangular, square, U-shaped or irregular. Buildings range from two to four stories.
Foundations are continuous, and may be poured concrete, coquina or brick. Construction is masonry or wood frame. Exterior finishes
include unfinished poured concrete or concrete block, brick, coquina, rusticated concrete block, stucco or drop siding.
The most common roof type is flat with a parapet; although stepped gable, shed and hip are also used. Parapets are heavily decorated with
cast concrete ornamentation. Secondary roof structures include towers, minarets and onion domes. Flat roofs are built-up. Pitched roofs are
covered with composition shingles, clay tile or metal. Chimneys are poured concrete, brick or stone.
Windows are double hung sash six-over-six, six-over-two, four-over-one, two-over-two, two-over-one, one-over-one, five pane casement
and two pane casement. Other multi-pane and fixed plate windows are also used. French doors, transoms, sidelights and attic louvers are
also common. Stylized wood and metal balconies are used.
Detailing includes decorative parapets, towers, onion domes or minarets; horseshoe arches; decorative door and window surrounds; stylized
balconies; and ornamental tile work.

13.

Italian Renaissance (1914-1930)

This style, also known as Italian Renaissance Revival, was inspired by the Italian Renaissance palaces and estates of Florence, Venice and Rome.
Although Florida contains fine examples of Italian Renaissance, this style did not match the popularity of the contemporary Spanish styles.
Identifying features of this style include a low-pitched hip roof, usually covered with ceramic tiles; wide, overhanging boxed eaves commonly
containing decorative brackets beneath them; a symmetrical facade; second story windows that are generally smaller and less elaborate
than the first story windows; and a recessed central entrance, usually displaying an arched opening that is sometimes accentuated by small
classical columns or pilasters.
The Venetian Renaissance Revival style was brought to St. Augustine by Henry Flagler, and makes extensive use of poured coquina concrete
walls, white and gold terra cotta tile roofs, complex building massing, monumental entries, towers, turrets, vertical windows and doors,
galleries, loggias and balconies, intricate detailing, and both rounded and ogee arches.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are regular or rectangular. Buildings are two to four stories.
Foundations are continuous concrete. Exterior finishes are buff brick, stone or stucco.
Roof types are gable, or low-pitched hip with eaves. Roof surfaces are covered with interlocking tile. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are double hung sash or fixed multi-pane, both in a multitude of configurations. Second story windows are generally smaller
and less elaborate than first story windows.
Detailing includes broad overhanging roof with boxed eaves supported by decorative brackets; roof surfaced by terra cotta tile; arched
doors, windows and porches; entrance accented by small classical columns or pilasters; quoins; pedimented windows; classical door
surrounds; belt courses; rusticated first story.
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Spanish Colonial Revival (1915-1940)

Spanish Colonial Revival, also known as Spanish Revival and Spanish Eclectic, drew from the architecture of Spain and its New World
colonies. Architect Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue studied prototypes in Spain and Spanish America and developed the sophisticated, accurate
interpretation of Spanish architecture. This style was popular in the southwest, California and Florida during the 1920s, and virtually defined
the 1920s Florida Boom. Locally, this style is often erroneously referred to as “Mediterranean Revival.”
Identifying features of the style include red clay barrel tile or Spanish tile; wrought iron work, including balconies and balconets; stucco exterior
finishes; paneled doors; decorative vents and rondels; arcades; and low-pitched, usually gable roofs with little or no eave overhang.
Buildings are not usually constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are rectangular or irregular. Buildings are typically two to four stories.
Foundations are continuous masonry or brick. Construction is unfinished poured coquina concrete or masonry. Exterior finishes are brick,
stucco or the unfinished coquina concrete.
Roofs are gable, hip, or flat with a parapet. Pitched roof surfaces are covered with composition shingles, barrel tile or interlocking tile. Flat
roof surfaces are built up. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are double hung sash five-over-five, one-over-one, and fixed multi-pane casement. Fanlights and transoms are common. Iron
window grilles, balconies and balconets are common.
Detailing includes plaster and terra cotta highlighting of arches, columns, window surrounds, cornices, and parapets; wrought iron grilles,
balconies and balconets. Decorative carving on the facade, fountains, arcades and patios are also common.

15.

Mission (1919-1940)

The Mission style originated in California during the 1880’s in response to increased interest in that state’s Spanish colonial heritage. The
Mission style became popular in Florida during the Land Boom of the 1920s. It is associated with a wide variety of buildings including
churches, train stations, government buildings and private residences. Elements of the style, particularly the shaped parapet and the
quatrefoil window, are frequently found on less formally designed buildings.
Identifying features of the Mission style are shaped parapets with coping; bell towers; quatrefoil windows; red barrel tile; and arcades.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are L-shaped, T-shaped or irregular. Buildings are one or two stories.
Foundations are continuous concrete or coquina. Construction is masonry or wood frame. Exterior finishes are stucco or unfinished
coquina blocks.
Roof types are hip or flat with a shaped parapet and towers. Flat roof surfaces are built-up. Pitched roof surfaces are covered with barrel
tile. Chimneys are brick or coquina block.
Windows are double hung sash six-over-six, three-over-one, one-over-one, or multi-pane casement. Quatrefoil windows, fanlights and
sidelights are common.
Detailing includes plaster and terra cotta detailing, and quatrefoil windows.
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Commercial (1850-1940)

Design of commercial buildings in Florida mirrored national trends. Most commercial buildings are concentrated in districts with high land
values. To exploit land values to the full, commercial buildings are constructed in close proximity to one another, and are designed to cover
most of the lot. The side walls of one commercial building often form party walls with adjacent buildings.
Identifying features of the Commercial style include a rectangular building plan, and one narrow elevation facing the street which is the
focus of the design and provides the building’s identifying features. Facades are organized into distinct zones or sections, commonly
containing one or two parts.
The one-part facade generally is a one story building. The structural framework consists of columns, bulkheads or kick-panels, and a cornice
topped by a parapet. Large show windows are generally placed within this framework, both to display merchandise and to light the interior.
The wall area between windows and cornice provides a place for signs and makes the facade appear taller. This framework forms a basic
compositional arrangement. Materials, doors and windows, and decorative and stylistic details constitute secondary characteristics that
can be organized in a variety of ways.
The two-part facade is a multi-story building organized into upper and lower zones, containing distinct uses in each zone. The lower zone is
essentially the same as the one part facade, and houses public spaces such as retail stores, banks, offices and hotel lobbies. The upper zone
provides space for more private uses such as apartments, offices, hotel rooms and meeting halls.
Buildings are often constructed directly on the street, are in close proximity to one another and usually cover most of the lot. Yards, if
provided, are small.
Buildings are usually rectangular, and range from one to three stories.
Foundations are continuous concrete or brick, or concrete slab. Construction prior to the Civil War was wood frame. Brick was used
following the Civil War. Hollow terra cotta tile or concrete block was used beginning in the 1920s. Exterior finish is usually common
or running bond brick, concrete block, or rough texture stucco. Cast iron storefronts, although common to the style, are not used in
St. Augustine.
Roof types are flat with a parapet. Roof surfaces are built-up.
Windows are fixed sheet (plate glass) on the ground floor. Transoms are common. Windows on upper floors are double hung sash twoover-two, one-over-one, or less commonly jalousie.
Detailing is simple, usually consisting of cast concrete or ornamental brick corbels.
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Institutional
17.1

Italian Renaissance (1914-1930)

This style, also known as Italian Renaissance Revival, was inspired by the Italian Renaissance palaces and estates of Florence, Venice
and Rome. Although Florida contains fine examples of Italian Renaissance, this style did not match the popularity of the contemporary
Spanish styles.
Identifying features of this style include a low-pitched hip roof, usually covered with ceramic tiles; wide, overhanging boxed eaves
commonly containing decorative brackets beneath them; a symmetrical facade; second story windows that are generally smaller and
less elaborate than the first story windows; and a recessed central entrance, usually displaying an arched opening that is sometimes
accentuated by small classical columns or pilasters.
The Venetian Renaissance Revival style was brought to St. Augustine by Henry Flagler, and makes extensive use of poured coquina
concrete walls, white and gold terra cotta tile roofs, complex building massing, monumental entries, towers, turrets, vertical windows
and doors, galleries, loggias and balconies, intricate detailing, and both rounded and ogee arches.
Buildings are not constructed directly on the street, although the size of yards varies.
Building plans are regular or rectangular. Buildings are two to four stories.
Foundations are continuous concrete. Exterior finishes are buff brick, stone or stucco.
Roof types are gable, or low-pitched hip with eaves. Roof surfaces are covered with interlocking tile. Chimneys are brick.
Windows are double hung sash or fixed multi-pane, both in a multitude of configurations. Second story windows are generally smaller
and less elaborate than first story windows.
Detailing includes broad overhanging roof with boxed eaves supported by decorative brackets; roof surfaced by terra cotta tile; arched
doors, windows and porches; entrance accented by small classical columns or pilasters; quoins; pedimented windows; classical door
surrounds; belt courses; rusticated first story.

17.2

St. Augustine Colonial Revival (Post-1850)

Signs may be wood or metal, and the letters and graphics should be painted on or applied directly to the sign board. Signs made of
polished, anodized or chromed metal are not appropriate.
Individual sign letters made of wrought iron or other similar metal are also appropriate, and may be fastened directly to the facade of
the building. Sign letters made of polished, anodized or chromed metal are not appropriate.
Appropriate sign types are bracket, pole, facia, wall and window.
Brackets which are attached to buildings to support signs may be made of wood, brass, copper, bronze, nickel, tin or iron. Painted,
polished, anodized or chromed metals are not appropriate.
Metal poles which are anchored in the ground to support signs are appropriate.
For window signs, the sign copy should be etched into the glass or painted directly on the glass.
Appropriate sign shapes are square, rectangular, circular, semi-circular, oval, shield, or a combination of these shapes.
Victorian or Flagler lettering styles are appropriate. Lettering styles from the 16th, 17th or 18th century are not appropriate. The
lettering style should be simple and easily readable.
Paint colors should reflect the historical era and architectural style of the building. Generally, the sign should have a dark border, a light
sign board and dark letters. As an alternative, the sign could have a dark sign board and light letters.
Although graphics are generally not appropriate, pointing hands and decorative borders may be used.
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17.3

Flagler Era (1885-1905)

Signs may be wood, and the letters and graphics may be painted on or applied directly to the sign board; or separate carved letters
may be fastened to the sign board.
Individual sign letters made of wrought iron or other similar metal are also appropriate, and may be fastened directly to the facade of
the building. Sign letters made of painted, polished, anodized or chromed metal are inappropriate.
Signs made of pounded metal (copper or brass) are also appropriate.
Appropriate sign types are bracket, facia, wall and window.
Brackets which are attached to buildings to support signs may be made of wood, brass, copper, bronze, nickel, tin or iron. Painted,
polished, anodized or chromed metals are prohibited. The bracket itself may be more complex or ornate.
Wood posts or metal poles which are anchored in the ground to support signs are generally not appropriate.
For window signs, the sign copy should be etched into the glass or painted directly on the glass.
Appropriate sign shapes are square, rectangular, circular, semi-circular, shield, oval or a combination of these shapes.
Victorian or Flagler lettering styles are appropriate for Mediterranean Influence (Moorish Revival, Italian Renaissance, Spanish Colonial
Revival, Mission, Mediterranean Baroque and Spanish Renaissance Revival) buildings. Lettering styles from the 16th, 17th or 18th
century are not appropriate. The lettering style should be simple and easily readable.
Paint colors should reflect the historical era and architectural style of the building. Generally, the sign should have a dark border, a light
sign board and dark letters. As an alternative, the sign could have a dark sign board and light letters.
Although graphics are generally not appropriate, pointing hands and decorative borders may be used.

17.4

Other Post-1821 Styles

Appropriate materials are wood and metal. Letters and graphics may be painted directly on the sign board; separate carved letters
or graphics, or tiles may be fastened to the sign board; or the sign may be routed to result in either raised or recessed letters and
graphics. Signs made of polished, anodized or chromed metal are not appropriate.
Appropriate sign types are bracket, pole, post, wall, facia and freestanding.
Brackets or chains which are attached to buildings to support signs may be made of wood, brass, copper, bronze, nickel, tin or iron.
Painted, polished, anodized or chromed metals are not appropriate.
Wood posts or metal poles which are anchored in the ground to support signs may be appropriate. Other support structures which are
anchored in the ground to support signs must be made of coquina, smooth stucco over block, or brick.
Appropriate sign shapes are square, rectangular, circular, semi-circular, oval, shield, or a combination of these shapes. Edges may
be routed.
Victorian or Flagler lettering styles are appropriate. Lettering styles from the 16th, 17th or 18th century are not appropriate. The
lettering style should be simple and easily readable.
Paint colors should reflect the historical era and architectural style of the building. Generally, the sign should have a dark border, a light
sign board and dark letters. As an alternative, the sign could have a dark sign board and light letters.
Graphics may include appropriate decorative elements, such as flowers, trees, animals, period objects, pointing hands, celestial objects
and borders.
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Appendix D
Meeting Minutes
• Kick Off Meeting July 29, 1999
• Joint HARB/P&Z Workshop 1 September 16, 1999
• Joint HARB/P&Z Workshop 2 November 2, 1999
• City Council/Open House Presentation and Workshop
January 13, 2000
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